
Happy Easter Tri Fold 

 

 
 

Card Stock:    Ink: 
Flirty Flamingo – 5-1/2” x 8-1/2”   Tuxedo Black Memento Stamp Pad 
Basic White – 5-3/8” x 8-1/4”   Stampin’ Write Markers: 
Rain or Shine DSP – 5-3/8” x 4-1/8”  Flirty Flamingo 
Rain or Shine DSP – 5-1/8” x 1-7/8” (Cut 2)  Daffodil Delight 
Basic White – 3” x 3” (Cut Circle)  Parakeet Party 
Rain or Shine DSP – ¾” x 4-1/8” (Inside) 
Rain or Shine DSP Bunny   Supplies/Accessories: 
Basic White Scraps    Playing in the Rain Dies 
Flirty Flamingo Scrap   Deckled Circles Dies 
Rain or Shine DSP – 6” x 2-1/2” (Envelope)  Stylish Shapes Dies 
     Iridescent Pastel Gems 
Stamp Sets:    Flirty Flamingo 3/8” Ruched Ribbon 
Playing in the Rain    Daffodil Delight Ribbon (Optional) 
Throughout The Year    Stampin’ Dimensionals 
     Multipurpose Liquid Glue 
     Mini Glue Dots 
     Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine 

Instructions: 
1.  Score and fold Flirty Flamingo 5-1/2” x 8-1/2” card stock at 4-1/4”, forming card size of 5-1/2” x 4-1/4”.   
2.  Attach the Rain or Shine 5-3/8” x 4-1/8” DSP to card front, only putting adhesive on the outsides of the DSP.  Using the 2-3/4” circle from the Deckled 
Circles Dies set and Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine, cut out center of card front.  The DSP circle won’t be used, but the Flirty Flamingo Circle will be 
used in the following steps. 
3.  Score the Basic White 5-3/8” x 8-1/4” card stock at 4-1/8” and 6-3/16”.  Fold at the 4-1/8” score line and then in the opposite direction at the 6-1/8” 
score line.  The 5-3/8” x 4-1/8” section of this piece will be attached to the inside of the card with the 2 panels to the right of the card as shown above.  
Attach the two Rain or Shine 5-1/8” x 1-7/8” DSP pieces to the 2 right sections of the Basic White you just attached to inside of card.  Fold card up. 
4.  Lay the Flirty Flamingo circle in the circle on card front to line up the deckle.  Make light pencil marks to ensure the circle is attached in the correct 
place.  Remove the circle and with the card still closed, put some adhesive on a section of the inside panel.  Then lay the circle back in place and press 
down to attach.   
5.  Cut out the Basic White 3” x 3” card stock using the 2-1/2” circle die from the Stylish Shapes Dies set.  Attach to the Flirty Flamingo circle on card 
front. 
6.  Cut out a bunny from the Rain or Shine DSP using the coordinating bunny die from the Playing in the Rain Dies set.  Attach to the circle on card front 
using dimensionals.  Randomly attach a few Iridescent Pastel Gems to the circle. 
7.  Attach the Rain or Shine ¾” x 4-1/8” DSP to inside of card on the bottom of the larger section. 
8.  Stamp the flowers from the Playing in the Rain stamp set onto the Basic White scraps using the Memento stamp pad.  Color in using the listed 
markers or colors of choice.  Cut out the flowers using the coordinating die from the Playing in the Rain dies set.  I did three.  Attach to the inside of card 
as shown above using the liquid glue.   
9.  Using the Happy Easter from the Throughout the Year stamp set and Memento stamp pad, stamp image onto a Basic White scrap.  Cut out using the 
largest label from the Stylish Shapes Dies set.  Then cut out a Flirty Flamingo label and cut each end off.  Attach to the ends of the Basic White label using 
liquid glue.  Attach to card front using dimensionals.   
10. Put together the 2 ribbons and tied a bow and attach to card front.  This will be rather thick so if you’re mailing you may want only one ribbon.  Attach 
to card front using Mini Glue Dots.  You are now done!! 


